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Seshia, uses abstraction and compositionality to tackle the problem of verifying a closedloop system containing machine learning components. The third article, "Explaining AI Decisions Using Efficient Methods for Learning Sparse Boolean Formulae," by Susmit Jha, Tuhin Sahai, Vasumathi Raman, Alessandro Pinto, and Michael Francis, presents two novel algorithms for learning sparse Boolean formulae that correspond to explanations for decisions made by an AI algorithm. Such explanations help address a major barrier to the adoption of AI in safety-critical systems. The fourth article, "An Automata-Theoretic Approach to Model Checking Systems and Specifications Over Infinite Data Domains," by Hadar Frenkel, Orna Grumberg, and Sarai Sheinvald, presents an automata-theoretic approach to VLTL (LTL with quantified variables) model checking. The paper defines Alternating Variable Buchi Word Automata, a new automata model over infinite alphabets which combines alternation with variable automata over infinite words. Last but not least, the fifth article, "Efficient Active Automata Learning via Mutation Testing," by Bernhard K. Aichernig and Martin Tappler, presents a novel technique for test-case generation for testing conformance between a system and a model learned from it.
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